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South Bay Gaming Club 

https://sbgc.groups.io/g/club 

sbgcezine@gmail.com 

The South Bay Gaming Club is a 

loose association of friends, 

acquaintances and guests playing 

miniature wargames in the 

southern San Francisco Bay area. 

Members are military history buffs 

and generally play historical 

miniatures with figures, although 

all genres of games, including 

science fiction, fantasy, and board 

games are played.  Land, naval and 

sea war games are played. 

Copyright Policy 

Please note that the SBGC considers 

that copyrights to all material 

(written, graphic, digital physical, 

etc.) included in the eMagazine are 

retained by the author or artist.  

The SBGC reserves the right to 

reproduce any material submitted 

and included in the eMagazine.  

SBGC will honor any deviance from 

this policy upon request from the 

author or artist. 

Material submitted to other 

publications that are copyrighted 

cannot be printed in the SBGC 

eMagazine even if the author or 

artist has a copyright, as the other 

publisher likely has a shared 

copyright and SBGC requires a 

release from that publisher so as 

not to infringe on the previous 

copyright. 

SBGC implicitly releases all authors 

and artists in the regard to 

copyrights. 

Contact Us 

sbgcezine@gmail.com 

https://sbgc.groups.io/ 

Submission of articles, sketches, or other materials: 
 

 Documentation files are preferred in Text, Word or 
OpenOffice formats.  (E.g. .txt, .rtf, .doc, .odt) 

 Spreadsheets should be in Excel or OpenOffice formats (e.g. 
.xls, .ods) 

 Drawings should be in OpenOffice or scanned. 

 Photos are preferred as .tiff , .jpeg or .gif files, but .pdf files 
are acceptable.  Please submit photos as full size and 
separate from the text documentation. 

 Inside the document, please just reference a photo with 
something like [photo “Mounted.charge.tiff” goes here]. 

 Do not bother with formatting the text or adding banners, 
etc. Special fonts are likely to be removed.  The newsletter 
has a published format look and feel and submitting 
materials in their basic forms is easier to manipulate into the 
newsletter than undoing paragraph, column, font, etc. 
formatting and then changing it into the newsletter format. 

 
Articles, photos, drawings, etc. should be submitted to: 
sbgcezine@gmail.com 
 
Please adhere to these guidelines as much as possible.  Thanks.  
These formats may expand in the future. 
 

https://sbgc.groups.io/g/club
mailto:sbgcezine@gmail.com
https://sbgc.groups.io/
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Editorial 
Welcome to the first issue of an electronic magazine 

with contributions from members of the South Bay 

Gaming Club in Santa Clara County in the San Francisco 

Bay Area.  The club focuses on historical miniature 

gaming, rules and military history.   

The South Bay Gaming Club is a loose association of 

friends, acquaintances and guests playing miniature 

wargames in the southern San Francisco Bay area. 

Members are military history buffs and generally play 

historical miniatures with figures, although all genres of 

games, including science fiction, fantasy, and board 

games are played.  Land, naval and sea war games are 

played. 

The club officers, contributors to this eMagazine and 

the editing and publishing staff are all volunteers. 

For questions or comments pertaining to this 

publication, contact the editor at: 

sbgcezine@gmail.com 

Regards, 

The Editor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fenwick Travers – Son of Flashman? 
By Robert Burke 

"Fenwick Travers and the Years of Empire", "Fenwick 
Travers and the Forbidden Kingdom", and "Fenwick 
Travers and the Panama Canal", by Raymond M. 
Saunders.  Published by Lyford Books. 
 

 
 
There are a great many similarities between Fenwick 
Travers and our old friend, Harry Flashman.  The back 
cover of the first Fenwick Traver's book describes 
Fenwick Travers as: 
 
"...a cheating, drunken, sycophantic libertine, a 
charlatan, an adulterous, cowardly, gluttonous 
blackguard, a bounder, a dastardly, caddish, 
philandering mountebank, a poltroon, a besotted, 
lecherous, scheming toady, a roué, a sybaritic 
rapscallion, a rakehell, and an All-American Hero!" 
 
Except for the last part, it sounds like a description of 
Flashy.  In fact, one wonders if there might be a family 
connection? 
 
The Fenwick stories are supposedly based on Fenwick's 
memoirs (sounds familiar).  Fenwick is a soldier, a good 
horseman, and very successful with the Ladies.  Fenwick 
is a bastard (literally).  He describes his father as an ex-
soldier (an officer) who met and seduced his mother in 
1874.  We know that Flashy was in the United States in 
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1875.  Is it possible that he was there a year earlier? 
 
In any event, the stories recount Traver's adventures in 
the American army.  Along the way, he meets great 
figures in American history.  In the first book, "Fenwick 
Travers and the Years of Empire", Fenwick takes part in 
the Spanish-American War in Cuba.  Naturally, there is a 
pretty senorita involved. 
 
After his escapades in Cuba, he heads to China, just in 
time to take part in the Boxer Rebellion.  Unlike his 
English counterpart, he is not in the Peking Legation.  
Instead, he takes part in the relief expedition under 
Admiral Sir Edward Seymour. 
 
In "Fenwick Travers and the Forbidden Kingdom", 
Travers continues his adventures in the Philippines.  In 
"Fenwick Travers and the Panama Canal", he helps 
encourage a bunch of Panamanians to rebel against 
Colombia, resulting in the construction of one of the 
world's largest ditches. 
 
There are a few differences between Travers and 
Flashman.  Travers, being an American, lacks Flashman's 
ability to learn foreign languages.  Regrettably, Mr. 
Saunders does not include the historical footnotes for 
which George MacDonald Fraser was so well-known for.  
However, the Traver's books are all around good fun 
and I recommend them highly. 
 
An Internet search turned up several copies for sale at 
various used bookstores. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Vela Campaign - an Introduction 
By William F. Butler 

 
Several years ago, I ran an Ancients campaign with a 
touch of fantasy added.   This was for a local club in the 
Central Valley.   There were six players/teams for the 
campaign.   These represented different factions vying 
for control of the various countries of the region.   Each 
country had a number of cards ranging from 6 to 
12.   The cards had different symbols or combinations of 
symbols representing political power (needed to control 
a country), armies, navies, fortifications, and/or sources 
of money.   The deck of cards also included 
mercenaries, great generals, events and special 
items.   The teams were dealt a set of cards to start with 
and had some money (talents) also.   They could obtain 
additional cards from the deck and/ or discard pile (if 
still available) by spending talents in addition to the one 
free card they could draw from the deck.   
 
The objective of the campaign was to score the most 
points by the time the campaign ended.  Points could be 
earned by controlling countries and how many talents 
were in their treasury.  In order to control a country or 
special location the players had to meld cards from their 
hands to create a valid controlling faction. Each country 
controlled provides three talents to the controlling 
player.  There were also special event cards that would 
provide additional income to specific 
countries/locations if a player had melded a card that 
would earn money. 
 
The players took a turn in sequence with each round of 
player turns being one campaign year.  During their turn 
the players could meld cards to control a country, stage 
a political coup against another player’s country if they 
felt they had enough political power to overthrow the 
current government, use a military force to invade a 
single country belonging to another player, or do 
nothing.  If they drew an event card from the deck it 
was played immediately and a replacement card was 
drawn from the deck. Several event cards could be 
drawn in sequence.  Players were not required to meld 
their cards, but did have to discard one card at the end 
of their turn. 
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The 8 1/2 x 11 campaign map is shown below: 

 
 
 
I also had a more detailed map showing all the minor towns and additional terrain details on a 2 foot by 3 foot hex 
sheet.  The following is a section of the more detailed map that was not available to the participants showing the area 
near Akamar.  Akamar is the capital city of Kaelum.  This map had been used in another ancients campaign that I had run 
several years before and had been modified to include larger hexes composed of the smaller ones.  
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-hJrIiaSrm_c/V6noTHPWqqI/AAAAAAAACU0/KwLSoBHFPlk-QhZRY22cy9wvujSpQ8lJgCLcB/s1600/campstart.jpg
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The campaign took about 11 months to complete and 
covered five full campaign years and ended on the 
second player turn of the sixth year when a special 
event card ending the campaign was drawn.  During the 
campaign fortunes ebbed and flowed.   A player/team 
could go from being the most powerful to the weakest 
and then regain a stronger position.   In some ways it 
was like the current television series "Game of 
Thrones".    
 
There was also a newsletter, "The Akamar 
Herald," covering news of the campaign, contributions 
from the players, and background information for the 
different countries.   I will be posting as many of the 
campaign newsletters that I still have.   Unfortunately I 
had a computer disk failure sometime after the 
campaign ended with the loss of all the newsletters and 
maps.  Fortunately Ray, one of the participants, had 
kept copies of most of them.   There are about a half 
a dozen that are missing.   Those missing are mainly 
from years three and four.  One of them contained an 

entertaining story written by the participants of the 
battle between the Wizard and the Sorcerer Silidon for 
control of the Misty Isles.  Based on the newsletter 
issues following those that are missing most of them 
were periods of calm with some event cards and 
background information on the countries of the 
campaign.   
  
As the campaign unfolded, some of the campaign 
characters tales developed a life of their own.  Brown 
Dort of Perseus was overthrown, went into hiding, and 
returned to power.   The Sorcerer Silidon developed a 
reputation for evil deeds.  Several major battles were 
fought, some in person, and a couple by email.   One of 
the teams was on the east coast of the country as one 
of our club members had moved there prior to the 
campaign starting.    
 
 
 
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-OSNC7kbYs2w/V3kfaiVW1mI/AAAAAAAACNo/eT-1wZXFb54wNH-azW0eyTxZ2iaB5LS_gCLcB/s1600/VELA0015.JPG
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Zooming Vietnam! : Wargaming with 

My Friends Over Video 
By Geoff Barrall 

 
During lock down it’s been hard to continue to play 
games with friends. While there are many online 
options I still wanted to get “my toys out” and enjoy a 
traditional wargame but how best to provide visibility to 
the game for those not present? This article explains 
what I did. 
 
I felt the best place to start would be a smaller skirmish 
game with a limited number of miniatures on each side 
and one where multiple players could play together 
cooperatively against an opponent automated by the 
game.  
 
For a few months now I’d been collecting a small force 
of figures to run my first Vietnam game. I’d been 
inspired to try this period by some of the veterans at 
our club (Alex & Frank) but hadn’t taken any real action 
until I saw the Little Wars TV episode on Force on Force. 
What stood out to me about this episode was that the 
Little Wars guys gave them their highest ever rating. An 
almost perfect rating in fact, so I had to try them.  
 
I was lucky enough to find a damaged copy of Force on 
Force on sale at the club (as online they’re selling for 
$200+ these days) and picked up the Vietnam 
supplement for the game entitled Ambush Alley. This 
was a great supplement but no helicopters! Helicopters 
were a big draw for me to the period as they would 
mark it as a clearly different from say WWII. I search 
about and found a copy of the 1st Edition of Ambush 
Alley and was delighted to see that it had several 
scenarios with helicopters deployment and extraction.  
 
Now to collect everything I needed… 
 
I was lucky to find a great collection of 28mm Vietnam 
on eBay (also hard to find) which got my collection 
started. It also included two Huey’s on magnetic stands. 
I ordered some pre-constructed Vietnam buildings from 
Adrian’s Walls (Sarissa constructed and painted) in the 

UK. I acquired some rubber “fish tank” plants from 
other club members and also from eBay to represent 
jungle on the game table.  
 
Now I had everything I needed if only we could play in 
person. So how do you play without being able to see 
the players in person?  
 
Zoom seemed like the best option but with a 10’x6’ 
table some imagination was required to show the 
players the playing surface. Luckily for many years I 
purchased a lot of Apple phones and iPads (gave up on 
iPhone 7+ so better now!) and had many of those 
kicking around. Upon checking it turns out Zoom works 
all the way back to the iPhone 4 so I had a working 
iPhone 4S, iPhone 5 and iPhone 5S I could use. It took a 
while to get them upgraded to the latest iOS they could 
support and get Zoom installed but eventually 
everything was working. I made a 3D printed support 
for the cameras to keep them stable and place the 
camera near head height for a 28mm miniature.  
 

 
3d printed iPhone camera stand 
 
The 3d print file I used can be downloaded here: 
http://www.bayareaminiatures.com/downloads/iPhone
Stand.stl 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bayareaminiatures.com/downloads/iPhoneStand.stl
http://www.bayareaminiatures.com/downloads/iPhoneStand.stl
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Camera List:  

 One Room-Cam on an iMac in my gaming area 
showing the whole room 

 Three Unit-Cams on the iPhones to follow the 
squads 

 One Dice Cam on iPad looking into the dice tray 
 
I had one iPhone camera following each squad showing 
its viewpoint and then the main iMac camera showing a 
more distant and fuzzy view of the whole battlefield. 
The limited field of view and the fuzzy overview 
contributed to the general fog of war and limited 
visibility that would have been present in this kind of 
action.  
 

 
Camera stand in action 
 
When shooting occurred I placed flashing lights under 
smoke to help the players spot firing on the table from 
both the unit cams and the room cam.  
 
The Force on Force rules are excellent and very 
different from anything else we’d tried over the years. 
They have a system where on side reacts to the 
decisions of the other. When a regular force is fighting 
an irregular one only the regular force actually gets a 
turn and the other side (the VC / NVA in this case) only 
gets to react to what they do (although there is an end 
of turn where they can act if they did nothing).  
 
However, the rule book is laid out in a way that makes it 
very difficult to read in real-time, which even the Little 

Wars TV guys noted in their review. Bizarrely the book is 
laid out with the shooting rules first, then hand to hand 
and finally how units get activated last!?!  In order to 
make this complexity digestible for players who were 
both new to the game and also playing over the 
Internet I produced a crib-sheet with all the things the 
players needed to know listed.  
 
It was possible to get everything from the rule book 
more or less reduced down to six sides. You can 
download a copy of the crib sheet here: 
http://www.bayareaminiatures.com/downloads/Force
%20on%20Force%202.pdf 
 
As noted earlier the scenario I used for the game was 
from the 1st Edition of Ambush Valley (Force on Force 
Vietnam supplement) where the US air cavalry have to 
clear our an old French plantation and escape before a 
new wave of VC and NVA forces arrive. This scenario 
has Huey’s landing three squads (HQ, 1st, 2nd) onto two 
landing sites. From turn three more and more enemy 
forces arrive so it’s a battle against time. The VC, who 
were mostly under automatic control, could use tunnel 
entrances to move around the battlefield and these 
were also used as entry points for reinforcements. 
 

 
Tunnel spotted! 
 
For bonus points the US players could also disable the 
tunnel spots and while I placed these openly on the 
table there were near impossible to see on the room 
camera so they only became visible on the iPhone 
camera when the US player came very close to them, 
adding a touch of realism.  
 
 

http://www.bayareaminiatures.com/downloads/Force%20on%20Force%202.pdf
http://www.bayareaminiatures.com/downloads/Force%20on%20Force%202.pdf
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I play tested the scenario twice with two different 
players. The first time there was a lot of learning on the 
Force on Force rules and in some cases we had to 
substitute a made-up rule here and there (for shooting 
at choppers for example). By the second game I had the 
rules mostly down and by the end of the second game 
the crib sheet was in its fairly useful current state.  
 
The scenario was a convincing US victory both times, 
although the VC got stronger as the rules became 
clearer. Next time I’ll run it I’ll increase the chances of 
VC/NVA reinforcement to increase the pressure a little.  
 
Both players seemed to be able to follow the action 
using the cameras and had a good time playing the 
game. The surprise tunnel spots worked as expected.  
 
One of my biggest concerns was the dice matching 
mechanism Force on Force uses to resolve almost 
everything. For example when shooting the US player 
throws a number of d8 dice for the attack roll and the 
VC throws a number of d6 dice in defense, then each d6 
can cancel a d8 when it has a number equal or higher 
than the other dice. Any remaining dice are hits. While I 
was concerned this turned out to work just fine over 
Zoom by having the active player read out their dice 
from highest to lowest and having the other player say 
if they blocked it or not. 
 
The angle of the iPhones was limited. Fortunately there 
are many clip on lenses on Amazon you can add to 
improve the angle. I got this one: 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01D8KOAWM  
 
Although not advertised to do so seemed to work just 
fine on the older iPhones. The lens increased the iPhone 
camera angle up to 140 degrees although added a little 
distortion too.  
 
While the dice rolling worked out just fine,  I feel it’d be 
fairly easy to make a simple web app or use something 
like Roll20 or Table Top Simulator that both players 
could use to make this even simpler. Something to 
consider for the future.  
 
This being my first time representing Jungle on the 

tabletop I deployed a lot of rubber “fish tank” plants but 
things were a little sparse and a little sad. I’m building a 
whole bunch more now for future games.  
 

 
Sad jungle – works for now but room for improvement! 
 
All in all I enjoyed the game and the camera viewpoint 
provided a unique gaming experience. While this was 
still no substitute for an in person game I hope the 
players had fun and enjoyed the chance, provided by 
the lockdown, to try something a little different from 
usual.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01D8KOAWM
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How to Stain Your Soldiers to Bring 

Out Details  
By Chris Roberts 

I have always found “How To” articles helpful.  I could 

go into the events and circumstances that got me here 

but instead, here is the process. 

1 - Get a soldier (Fig. 
1).  This is a 54mm 
Mexican plastic 
standard bearer from 
an Alamo playset. 
1836 

 
 
 

2 - Paint it (Fig. 2).  
The figure was 
modified with copper 
wire replacing the 
plastic flag.  The 
figure is mounted on 
1 5/8” fender washer 
and I used 
Sculptamold for the 
ground.  I have found 
that using brighter 
colors for the painting 
helps with the colors 
after the staining. 
 

 

3 - Assemble your 
supplies (Fig. 3).  I 
used Antique Walnut 
for this soldier.  Find a 
place where dripped 
stain and spills won’t 
get you in trouble.  I 
regularly use the top 
of a copier box. 
 

 
 
 

4 - The soldier is 
attached to a magnet 
on a stick (Fig. 4).  
These pick up tools 
are readily available 
in hardware stores 
and online. 
 

 
 
 

5 - Dive in (Fig. 5).  
The magnets on these 
tools are pretty 
strong.  Make sure 
yours is too.  You’ll 
notice that the whole 
figure can be 
submerged if the can 
is full.  If the can isn’t 
full you can sacrifice a 
brush and slop on the 
stain.  Some folks 
prefer the brush 
method. 
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6 - Pull the soldier out 
(Fig. 6).  Seriously?  It 
will be dripping so 
watch out.  Keep the 
figure over something 
like my cardboard.  
Really.  I mean it. 
 

 
 
 

7 - Wipe off the 
excess stain (Fig. 7).  
You might think that 
you just put it on, 
why wipe if off?  You 
will need to 
experiment with this 
technique.  Wiping 
off too much might 
mean you add some 
more but I found I 
can wipe with a lot of 
pressure and all is 
well.  I used an old 
napkins (they were 
handy). 
 

 

8 -Touch up wiping a 
little more over the 
white bits (Fig. 8). 
 

 

9 - The finished 
product (Fig. 9).  I 
added stain to the 
base as well after 
the stain on the 
figure had dried. 
 

 
 

For me, 54mm figures require different techniques than 

15mm figures.  I will produce a unit of 15’s and to show 

how they turn out. 
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Why I Game With 54mm Miniatures, 

and Why You May Want to Consider It 
By Nick Stern 

 

It all started about ten years ago in the Kublacon 

parking lot. I was having a car boot transaction with 

Manny Granillo when he mentioned that he had 

purchased some 54mm metal Sudan Campaign figures 

and was playing a game of the Sword and the Flame 

with them. At that time I had no intention of doing 

anything except adding to my 15 and 28mm collections, 

but the idea stuck like a worm in my brain. Over the 

next couple of years, I began to notice now and then 

whenever 54mm miniatures were featured in photo 

layouts in the glossy English magazines and how well-

proportioned they looked and how they had a natural 

“presence” owing to their size. Fast forward three more 

years when I donated my first collection of 25mm 

Minifig Indian Mutiny figures to Dave Smith for his after 

school wargame club. I did not expect anything in 

return, but I was surprised and delighted when Dave 

presented me with a box of W. Britains odds and ends 

in exchange. When I got home I got a nostalgic rush as I 

took each miniature out of the box and examined it. 

They felt so right in the palm of my hand. I was instantly 

transported to being twelve years old again which was, 

for me, an incredibly happy and simple time. On a 

family vacation to Vancouver B.C., I bought some 

Britains Herald ACW figures, the first painted plastic 

figures I had ever seen, and still some of my favorites. 

 

Soon after, I stumbled upon a collection of 54mm 

figures and buildings designed for the original 

Magnificent Seven movie on eBay. I had “done” the 

Magnificent Seven in 25mm, but it was not that 

magnificent. I remembered seeing this very collection in 

an article in Wargames Illustrated, and there it was for 

sale, thirty odd painted figures, including the Seven, and 

four buildings built by a professional model maker. With 

FREE SHIPPING! How could I resist? I had the collection 

shipped to my work under the impression that I could 

sneak it into my house without my girlfriend asking too 

many questions. That was not to be, as the collection 

arrived in a multitude of boxes, totaling the size of  a 

small minivan. 
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Since that fateful day I have collected (in chronological 

order): Medieval knights, Conquistadors and Aztecs, 

Pirates, Jacobite Rebellion, French and Indian War, AWI, 

War of 1812, Napoleonic, Alamo, Indian Mutiny, ACW, 

Maximilian Mexican Adventure, Plains Wars, Apache 

Wars, British Colonial Sudan, Zulu and Northwest 

Frontier, Boer War, Boxer Rebellion, French Foreign 

Legion in North Africa, HG Wells Little Wars shiny toy 

soldiers, WW1 and WW2. Often the period would start 

with a dozen or so figures for skirmish games and begin 

to grow. How familiar is that, to all of us, in all scales? In 

several cases I sold off my 25/28mm collection to 

finance the same period in the larger scale, in other 

cases I started a new period in the large scale and in a 

few mad cases I kept the smaller scale collection as 

well. 

One thing that pleasantly surprised me about collecting 

the big guys was the cost, which is amazingly 

reasonable. A box of 20 Armies in Plastic figures costs 

starts at around $12.00, but there are always sales and 

right now they are down to $8.95, with free shipping 

over $60.00. Decent painted plastic figures can be 

found on eBay for between $2.50 and $5.00 each, metal 

figures for $5.00 to $10.00. Fully painted and detailed 

AFVs can be found for $30.00 and up, which compare 

favorably with 28mm vehicles. Similarly, foam terrain 

and buildings are close in price to good 28mm ones and 

often come ready painted. 

Another thing on the plus side of the ledger is ease of 

painting, at least for this pair of aging eyes, but they do 

soak up a lot of paint! I aim for a style I call “Toy Soldier 

Plus” with clean  separated colors and a small amount 

of shading. The challenging thing about 54mm is that 

you can really go crazy on making them lifelike, which is 

a road I choose not to go down, as that way lies 

madness. I am all about how the figures look en masse, 

especially mobs of natives, of which I have quite a few. 

 

So, what is the downside? Storage, mainly. Due to my 

soft spot for collecting forts of all periods, I will never be 

able to park my car inside my garage. I have a medieval 

castle, an Afghan hill fort, a French Foreign Legion 

desert fort, a log fort, an Alamo, a Rorke’s Drift setup 

and a table full of WW1 trenches. Transportation can 

also be a challenge, but two years ago Ix was able to 

transport my New Orleans Night Battle to Olympia WA 

and back. 

So why collect 54mm miniatures? 1. Nostalgia. Manny 

Granillo calls 54mm “Chicken Soup for the wargamer’s 

soul”. 2. Visual Appeal. My games always get noticed in 

the major conventions. 3. Cost. The same or less than 

comparable 28mm collections. 4. What I call 

“Presence”. When one of your figures goes down in a 

game, you really feel its loss. 5. They take great photos. 

Cameras love 54mm! 

Why not try it out with a small skirmish game? That’s 

how I got started.  
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The Complex Alter Ego of a Wargamer 
By Stephen Freedman 

Mankind likes to form clubs and groups, from the 

earliest hunters to the more recent leisure clubs or 

community associations that we all like to belong to.  A 

wargamer may seem simple to the outsider, but all of us 

have many different reasons from partaking of this 

activity and our club, like many others, has members 

with a complex mix of reasons for enjoying our hobby.  

Which one best describes you? 

 

The Historian 

I think many of us started in this hobby as a result of a 

love of history.  In my case in the equivalent of high 

school where I had a World War two veteran who had 

served in Singapore and truly loved teaching. Amongst 

our group are members with very large collections of 

history books, collections� of historical movies and all 

kinds of military paraphernalia.  George S. Patton was 

well known as an avid student of Hannibal, Caesar and 

Bonaparte.  We could do a lot worse as a military 

tactician. 

The Strategos 

We cannot all be Parmenion or Sun Tzu but many of us 

aspire to have some concept of strategy.  The Strategos 

uses the wargame as a chance to out think an opponent 

and try and predict behavior and actions many moves 

ahead.  This character will sit across the table from you 

with a faint smile knowing full well they have set a trap 

and you are going to fall directly into that flanking move 

or be charged by French dragoons and not have the 

time to get into square. 

The Librarian 

The encyclopedic knowledge of the ‘Librarian’ is an 

asset we should embrace.  There are members of the 

club who can respond to any request for information on 

uniforms, obscure campaigns and the exact 

composition of the 2nd battalion of the Coldstream 

Guards that fought at Hougoumont, particularly the 

names of the officers and what they had for tiffin before 

the battle.  

The Collector 

I collect soldiers, I love collecting soldiers, I cannot 

refuse an opportunity to buy more soldiers.  It is a mild, 

expensive addiction.  I look at the sales of new and 

painted armies and dream of what I could add to my 

collection and how I can smuggle the latest box into my 

girlfriend’s house without her seeing the latest new 

army.  Who needs a library or dining room when one 

can display our latest army for the world to see. 

The Competitor 

For some, the competition is a major driver of their love 

of the game.  Similar to those of us who like sport, the 

competition aspect is part of the attraction.  I 

appreciate that aspect of the hobby, but it will never 

drive or motivate me.  Not for me the competitive 

nature of the relationship between Montgomery and 

Patton in Sicily.  

The Aesthete 

The love of art and beautiful things.  Who cannot be 

stimulated by the look of beautifully painted figures and 

scenery.  The charge of cavalry, the beauty of a 

landscape and buildings from feudal Japan, regiments of 

Macedonian phalanx marching towards the irregular 

Persian multi colored infantry.  This drives my addiction 

as I talk with Bob, Geoff, Jeff, Fred or many others and 

suddenly a new vision appears in my brain and I need to 
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build that scenery or paint that army.  Coming into a 

room and seeing a large battle of beautifully painted 

figures and scenery will always make me smile! 

The Rule Maker 

We rely on a complex set of rules and scenarios to drive 

our battles and reliving history.  I admire the rule maker 

for their discipline, thought process and attention to 

detail.  A little like Berthier as Chief of Staff to 

Napoleon, who had to juggle multiple components of 

recruitment, feeding and suppling armies to conquer 

Europe and get them to the right place at the right time.  

We owe much to this group of people because it is a 

thankless task, and many in our hobby take delight in 

identifying historical inaccuracies, inconsistencies and 

arguing that one ruleset is better than another.  Hey 

guys, you can always write your own set of rules! 

The Rule Manipulator 

Wargaming is fun, it should be relaxing and played in a 

spirit of a gentle competition where the process of 

getting to the endgame is more important than the 

endgame itself.  The manipulator will find the most 

obscure sentence in a set of rules and will try and find a 

way of manipulating this to their advantage.  Moving 

the units in such a way as to get multiple contact in a 

melee, whereas historical precedent does not support 

some of the convoluted twists and turns of a charging 

unit to get this contact.  Challenging each action like 

their lives (not miniature lives) depends on it.  In 

contrast, I have played in some wonderful games where 

the rules are ambiguous and we freely discussed the 

likelihood of what would have happened in real life. 

The Socialite 

You may not own figures or scenery, but for some the 

camaraderie and social aspects are the drive.  Meeting 

like-minded individuals develops into a true “Band of 

Brothers” for these individuals, and who knows if this is 

a new generation of Companions? 

 

The Teacher 

Some of us make teaching a vocation, whereas others 

have that deep-seated desire to help others along the 

way in other aspects of life.  There are many in the 

wargaming fraternity who love the opportunity to 

educate, offer advice and introduce the rest of us to 

new areas of wargaming and history.  Whilst none of us 

is Aristotle, who knows if a nascent Alexander is about 

to appear in our wargaming group. 

This is by no means a complete list and we may have 

some part of several of them in our personality.  We are 

a ‘broad church’ of individuals and that variability 

makes our club more interesting and fun.  Stay safe 

everyone! 
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Gamer’s Delight 
This is a list of South Bay hobby stores & resources. This 

list probably misses a few resources and does have 

some comic book stores that carry big brand tabletop 

wargames and boardgames. There may also be some 

Games Workshop stores in the area not listed here as 

well. 

Game Stores 

Fremont/Union City 

 https://gamekastle.co/locations/game-kastle-

fremont/ 

 http://www.biggerbettergames.com/ 

 Games Workshop: 30977 Courthouse Dr, Union 

City, CA 94587 

 

San Jose/Santa Clara/Milpitas 

 https://www.isleofgamers.com/ 

 https://gamekastle.co/locations/game-kastle-

santa-clara/ 

 https://www.illusivecomics.com/ 

 https://www.facebook.com/LegendsEastridge 

 

San Mateo 

 http://www.gatorgames.com/ 

 

Santa Cruz area (Scott's Valley) 

 https://www.epicadventuregames.com/ 

 

 

Hobby Stores 

Los Gatos 

 https://www.sierratoysoldier.com/ 

 

Morgan Hill 

 https://www.hobbylobby.com/store/503?lat=3

7.2187714&long=-121.58266420000001 

 

Redwood City 

 https://newtypehq.com/ 

 

San Carlos 

 J&M Hobby House: 1660 Laurel St, San Carlos, 

CA 94070 

 

San Jose 

 The Train Shop: 1829 Pruneridge Ave, Santa 

Clara, CA 95050 

 http://www.norcalhobbies.com/ 

 http://www.tatsuhobby.com/ 

 https://sheldonshobbies.com/ 


